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Example: high dimensional 
sensors in robotics

Traditional Approach: 

- Physics-based state 
estimation with EKF or UKF  

- Careful control design and 
tuning

End-to-end Approach: 

- Deep networks map 
images to actions

Loianno et al. 2016
Giusti et al. 2015
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Optimal Control Problem

This Work: 
Learn a simplifying perception 
map to sidestep interactions 
between dynamics and high 
dimensional observation
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Problem Setting: Output 
Feedback Control

Well-studied solutions for various combinations of 
cost and error/noise models

- Perception as virtual sensor leads to 
familiar control setting
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Linear Output Feedback Control

- Different system desiderata and noise characterizations 

- Strong distributional assumptions or potentially adversarial and 
norm bounded
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Learning Perception Map and 
Errors

- Error characterization via error profile

- Slope and intercept 
in (state norm, error 
norm) space
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Robust Optimization for 
Learning Perception

- Robust optimization problem

- Train vs. test
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Generalization
- Classic generalization results rely on 

statistical arguments about closeness 
of training and testing data 
- Usually assume same distribution

- The closed-loop distribution of 
states depends on the perception 
errors 

- Idea: leverage control authority to 
ensure closeness
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Robust Generalization
Theorem: As long as previous assumptions hold and 

we have that 

- Trajectories remain close to training states 

- Generalization errors are bounded and depend on 
smoothness (      ,          ), errors (     ), designed sensitivity  
(           ), and 
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Training Strategies
The training data affects the performance through 

We bound this quantity in two settings:
Dense Sampling Imitation Learning

Training data should resemble desired closed-loop behavior!
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Simulation Experiments

CARLA vehicle simulation platform

Waypoint tracking objective with 
2D double integrator dynamics 

ORBSLAM2 for position estimation



Simulation Experiments: 
Controller Synthesis

We formulate the waypoint tracking problem as an output-
feedback control problem, and synthesize: 

1. Nominal control disregarding measurement matrix 
errors 

2. Robust control by constraining the norm
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Similar results in simple synthetic example
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Key Points

1. Perception map as virtual sensor 

2. Affine error profile via robust optimization 

3. Generalization via robust control
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Discussion
- We leverage control to sidestep distribution shift

process noise 

controllers measurement 
noise 

- Distribution shift is a problem in many practical 
applications of machine learning, especially due to 
feedback



Thank you!
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